“Aiming at the Creation of a Society That Ensures Harmony between People and Nature”

Founded in October 2005, Bio Lafar, Inc. specializes in the manufacture and marketing of environmentally friendly products. The world now faces growing concerns regarding the global environment, including global warming. Bio Lafar Inc. is a bio-related venture company that has been steadfastly addressing these difficult issues. The company continues to search for ways to alleviate environmental problems. It is currently focusing on the manufacture and marketing of the LA−FAR Clean hybrid bio−cyclic flush toilet. A new technology applied to this toilet utilizes a beneficial, naturally occurring bacillus to eliminate impurities and promote purification. Amazingly high−level purification of recirculating water was achieved with the advanced application of a clarifying filter that incorporates more than five types of special beneficial inorganic substances. LA−FAR Clean continuously recycles waste and water, so piping for the supply and discharge of water is not necessary. The unit can be installed anywhere there is a power supply.

Women and children are sometimes reluctant to use temporary outdoor toilets, because they remember them as being dirty and smelling unpleasant. LA−FAR Clean, which is clean and odor−free, promises to change the image of temporary toilets. The pleasant experience that LA−FAR Clean provides adds value to outdoor facilities and event sites, making these units integral to the attractiveness of these places.

Bio Lafar, Inc. works on the development of other environmentally friendly products that harness the power of bacteria, including temporary flush/bio toilets for public facilities and sites of construction and civil engineering work, and in−car bio−cyclic toilets.

Major Product Lines:
- LA−FAR Clean hybrid bio−cyclic flush toilet (NETIS registration number : HK−100002−A)
- Temporary bio−toilet system (BT−S/ BT−L types)
- Mobile bio−toilet system
- Household/commercial garbage disposal unit (NETIS registration number : HK−080020−A)
- Sinkpia, a garbage disposal unit connected to a sink